
OMSA ROUND UP

In May 2015, OMSA became aware of the Ontario Ministry of Health and Long Term Care’s plan to reduce the 
number of PGY 1 training positions by 50 over the next two years. Since our media appearances in the summer 
OMSA has met with representatives from the MOHLTC ‘s Division of Health Human Workforce Planning and 
Regulatory Affairs Division and will continue to meet quarterly. We have also been offered a seat on the Council 
of Ontario Faculties of Medicine Postgraduate Management Committee. These connections will ensure improved 
communication with students regarding changes in postgraduate training positions and opportunities for OMSA 
to contribute student insight into these processes. Further information on our work in this area and a detailed list 
of the reductions for 2016 can be found in our upcoming Representation Update. OMSA will be co-authoring a 
guide to health human resources and interpreting the state of Ontario’s physician workforce for students.

Residency Positions Advocacy

Thanks to the hard work of our inaugural Director of Education, OMSA has launched a new medical education 
research grants program for students. One grant is focused on undergraduate medical education while two others, 
funded by the Associated Medical Services Phoenix Project, focus on compassionate person-centred care. 
Each grant will provide $5000 in funding to students whose projects are selected by a competitive application pro-
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During the summer of 2015, OMSA was made aware of the New Graduate Entry Program for family medicine 
graduates. This program is an alternative to fee for service practice offered to family medicine graduates who wish 
to practice in areas that are not considered underserved. The NGEP is a team-based model similar to a Family 
Health Network or Family Health Team but that also has performance metrics, practice restrictions, and lower com-
pensation than the typical FHN or FHT. NGEPs can transition to a traditional FHN or FHT after three years pend-
ing review from the MOHLTC. OMSA was invited to meet with the Director of the MOHLTC Primary Care Branch 
in December 2015 to provide feedback on the NGEP. A summary of that meeting can be found in our upcoming 
Representation Update.

New Graduate Entry Program (NGEP)

OMSA is delighted to have already developed a partnership with Choosing Wisely Canada, and the Rural On-
tario Medicine Program. Partnerships are currently in development with Health Quality Ontario, and Health-
Force Ontario. We believe these partnerships will enhance medical student understanding and contribution 
to the future of the healthcare system and create novel opportunities for medical students to engage with key 
players in Ontario healthcare.

New Partnerships

Clerkship kits were assembled and delivered to all students entering their clerkship in the fall. Our local Wellness 
committee has been busy creating local wellness events for students such as cooking classes and self-care 
speaker series. Planning is underway for the largest ever OMSA Wellness Retreat (March 4-6, 2016).

Student Wellness

The Executive is currently re-developing OMSA’s Strategic plan for 2016-2019. Current priorities within the strate-
gic plan are better engaging and mobilizing the member voice to improve the experience of all medical students, 
building coalitions across Ontario to improve patient care, and to inspire a culture of continuous quality improve-
ment within and beyond OMSA. We kindly request all interested community members and students to send an 
email to chair@omsa.ca if they would like to contribute their thoughts on the future of OMSA.

Strategic Plan

Each month, OMSA solicits nominations from members to select a Medical Student of the Month. We are pleased 
to list the following students who were selected as Medical Students of the Month from May – December 2015. 
Their stories can be found on the recently revamped OMSA Blog.

May: Jeremy Chitpin (Western University)
September: David Chan Chun Kong (University of Ottawa)
October: Sarah –Taissir Bencharif (Queen’s University)
November: Amanda Suavé (Western University)
December: Gerhard Dashi (Queen’s University)
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Thank you for reading this report. If you have any questions, comments or concerns regarding the material in 
this report we would be delighted to hear from you. 


